
Scrutiny Comments on Review of Mining Plan & PMCP for Abishekapatti Limestone Mine 
over 4.08.5 hect. in Abishekapatti Village, Tirunelveli Taluk & District of Sri N. Ganesa Raja, 
Proprietor, M/s. Sri Ganapathi Mines  (Minecode 38TMN15007). 

01.  The mining lease is expiring on 11.06.2022, hence, the status of extension of 
mining lease as per Sec. 8(a)(5) of MMDR Act, 2015 (amended) from the State 
Government should be submitted as the Mining Plan proposals are submitted for 
the period 2022-23 to 2026-27.  

02. The financial assurance should be submitted as per the latest amendments to Rule 
27 of MCDR, 2021 (amended).  

03. In the cover page of the ROMP, it was mentioned as “captive” which may be 
mentioned as “non-captive” as there is no mention in the mining lease.  

04. All the certificates and the document should be digitally signed by the Owner and 
QP.  The ID proof and address proof the QP should be enclosed along with his 
certificates. 

05. All the columns should be filled with relevant data.  
06. Para 1.3.4.2:  It was mentioned as the details of EC should be furnished under this 

column. 
07. Para 1.3.4.3:  Forest clearance may be mentioned as “Not applicable”.  
08. Para 1.3.4.4:  Land acquisition details :  The amount was mentioned as Rs.32,81,000 

which may be deleted as it is mentioned in the report as own patta land.  
09. Para 1.3.5:  Toposheet number not furnished. 
10. Para 2.2.2.14:  Area covered under exploration:  Year of analysis / drilling should be 

mentioned in one row.  The rest of rows should be deleted. 
11. Under Chapter 2.2.1.5 and 1.6 :  The pitting, fencing, drilling should be shown as 0 

and not nil.  
12. Para 2.2.1.10:  The chemical analysis report submitted was carried out old one 

dated 6.2.2017.  Latest chemical analysis report from NABL laboratory may be 
submitted.  

13. Para 2.2.4.2:  The column left blank.  It may be filled.  
14. Para 2.2.5.10:  The calculation of the reserves table may be checked as discussed in 

the field. 
15. Para 4.2.2.1 & 4.2.2.2:  The year should be mentioned as 2022-23, 2023-24, etc. 
16. Para 4.3.2, Insitu mining:  The years may be mentioned as 2022-23, 2023-24, etc. 
17. Para 4.4.2:  The dumper requirement is shown as Nil which needs to be furnished.  
18. Para 4.7.2:  It is proposed in the document to rehandle the existing dumps from the 

western side to southern side of the pit which incur huge financial burden.  Instead, 
proposal may be given to backfill the worked out area from eastern end to west 
side of the pit.  

19. Para 5.1: Sustainable mining and SDF implementation in compliance of rule 35 of 
MCDR:   The sustainable development framework should be properly explained as 
discussed during the field visit. 



20. Chapter 6.2.1:  As it is advised to include backfilling proposal of the worked out area 
this para 6.2, Progressive Reclamation & Rehabilitation Plan, the proposals may be 
incorporated both in text and plates.  

21. Para 6.2.3.2:  The plantation/green belt proposed on the northern side, it may be 
done all along the lease boundary. 

22. Para 6.2.9.2:  The year may be changed 1as 2022-23, 2023-24, etc. and in other 
related tables. 

23. Para 7:  The financial assurance should be submitted as per the latest amendments 
to Rule 27 of MCDR, 2021 (amended).  

24. Para 9:  Impact Assessment:  The details under this chapter may be properly filled.  
 
Annexures: 

1. Annexure-I:  The special conditions imposed in the lease grant, the compliance of 
special conditions may be discussed under the Mining Chapter. 

2. Annexure – 11:  The temporary discontinuance notice submitted to Director of 
Mines Safety, Chennai region.  Instead of this the temporary discontinuance notice 
sent to RCOM, IBM, Chennai should be included.  

3. Annexure – 14: The letter submitted to Principal Secretary, Govt. of Tamilnadu, 
Chennai is irrelevant which may be removed.  
 
Plates: 

1. The plans and sections as per the guidelines only may be enclosed. 
2. Plate 1:  The FMB sketch authenticated by the State Government official, on the 

heading only Survey no. 403 was mentioned.  Other survey numbers may also be 
included.  

3. Plate 2:  In the surface plan and other plans, the pit position on the eastern and 
northern sides may be shown as per the field position as discussed during the 
inspection.  

4. On the eastern side of the lease boundary, the 7.5 m. safety barrier is not existed 
since long as informed, hence, the lease boundary line and safety barrier line should 
be shown as exist.  

5. Plate 3:  The cart track shown in the Surface Geological Plan was not shown during 
inspection in the field.  The index for proposed boreholes is not given. 

6. Plate 5 & 6 :  Since it is a mechanized mine, separate year wise plans and sections 
should be prepared and instead of dumps shifting, backfilling proposals may be 
included.  Accordingly, necessary corrections may be done in all relevant plans and 
sections.  Different color code may be given for different years for better clarity.  

7. Plate 7:  As suggested during inspection, instead of dump rehandling backfilling may 
be proposed from east to west side of the worked out pit.  Accordingly, Progressive 
Mine Closure Plans & Sections may be redrawn.  

8. Plate 9:  Conceptual Plan:  As per the scrutiny comments given above, the 
conceptual plan may be redrawn. 
 
 



 


